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Thought Leaders Our Clients

Financial Advisors & RIAs should explore EventShares 
ETFs thematic investment solutions.

Family Offices Strategies for single and multi-family 
offices who are looking for ways to gain exposure to 
policy catalysts.

Financial Institutions Our team works with financial 
institutions to help them capitalize on policy investing 
opportunities. You can find our research on Interactive 
Brokers , FactSet, and Thompson Reuters. 

About EventShares

EventShares is an investment management firm focused on the opportunities from legislation and regulation coming out of
Washington, DC. In a world overloaded with exotic investment vehicles, our common-sense investing approach is often
overlooked. Our team believes investments aligned correctly with Washington can outperform the market as the laws and
regulations impact companies and industries. Additional information about EventShares can be found at
www.EventShares.com and the firm’s Twitter feed can be followed @Event_Shares.

https://www.cnbc.com/video/2018/03/12/heres-how-trumps-tariffs-affect-gop-related-stocks.html
https://www.cnbc.com/video/2017/12/20/this-etf-trades-on-tax-reform-eventshares-cio.html
http://video.foxbusiness.com/v/5742346362001/?#sp=show-clips
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2018-01-19/eventshares-cio-on-the-etf-that-trades-on-tax-reform-video
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Politics ≠ Policy

Politics (n):  government conflict and debate

Policy (n):  legislation impacting companies
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Invest in companies impacted by 
government Policy Catalysts

• Washington creates investment opportunities

• Policy ≠ Politics

• Policy is a leading indicator

• Well-telegraphed, long-term, low correlation

Investment 
Philosophy

Investment Discussion:  Policy Changes
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The Opportunity: Simplistic, Untapped

1 Forbes.com; MIC.com; Civilrights.org 2 “Legislating Stock  Prices.” National Bureau of Economic Research. Data represents 1989-2008.

U.S. Policy Impacts 100% of U.S. Companies

No company is immune to government policy changes

Washington is complex - we aim to connect the dots for you

Our process looks through the noise to identify winners and losers

Abundant Opportunities

Annually on average1, Congress passes 758 bills, the Supreme Court 

rules on 130 cases, and federal agencies issue 3,853 rules.

Harvard Research 

Policy investing generated ~11% alpha annually over a 20-year period2

Policy 

Investing
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Policy Investing: Uncorrelated Alpha Sources

Policy Disruption: When a business model changes due to 
government action. Four sources of policy disruption:

Congressional
House & Senate 
Committees

States
Governors, 
Congress & 
State Agencies

Federal 
Agencies

CFPB, EPA, 
CMS    .

Judicial
District & 

Federal Rulings
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• Strong stock market has 
been typical post-midterms

• A president’s 3rd year has 
been best for market 
performance

Markets Post-Midterm Elections:  Returns

Past performance does not guarantee future performance returns. Indexes are unmanaged and do not reflect fees and expenses.
Source: BMO Investment Strategy Group, FactSet, Bloomberg. 

As of 10/24/2018

Markets prefer policy 
certainty as seen in post-
midterm performance
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Markets Post-Midterm Elections: Gridlock = Good?

• Gridlock not always 
good for markets

• Particularly true 
during 2nd half of 
President’s term

As of 10/24/2018

Past performance does not guarantee future performance returns. Indexes are unmanaged and do not reflect fees and expenses.
Source: BMO Investment Strategy Group, FactSet, Bloomberg. 
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Driving 2019 Market Returns



Policy Themes Driving 2019 Returns

1. Defense Spending …Recession Proof?

2. U.S. Infrastructure Spending …Focus on State Spending, Not Federal

3. Cannabis Legalization …Plenty of unanswered questions

4. Sales Tax Compliance …Headwind for e-commerce, tailwind for providers
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Defense Spending: Recession Proof?

Source: EventShares, FactSet Research, U.S. Congressional Budget Office.

U.S. Defense Spending Growth Versus S&P 500 Sales Growth (2001-2019e)

Talking Points

• 2018: a volatile year for defense

o Secretary Mattis resigned

o President Trump pushed for 

5% cuts before reversing 

o Trump’s pulled out of Syria

• 2019 growth resumed with the 

potential for increased revenues 

as prior year appropriations being 

distributed

• Defense is a potential recession-

resistant investment, because 

spending growth’s low 

correlation to broader market 

sales growth

• Check out the Defense Policy 

Playbook & impacted companies 

here
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Defense vs. Sales Growth

Outperformance 

During Recession
Outperformance 

During Recession

Inflection

Point?
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U.S. Infrastructure Spending: States in Focus

Source: EventShares, https://www.multistate.us/blog/top-10-state-legislative-trends-for-2019

States that have passed gas tax increases to boost infrastructure spending

Talking Points

• Infrastructure spending continues 

to be a hot topic. While D.C. is 

grabbing investors’ attention, 

state initiatives are being 

overlooked

o Alabama and Arkansas 

each passed infrastructure 

bills in March

• 29 states have increased fuel 

taxes since 2013. We expect 

states to continue increasing their 

transportation budgets via gas tax 

increases and registration fees

• Management teams are already 

mentioning state funding as a 

growth catalyst on earnings calls

• Check out the Infrastructure Policy 

Playbook, which includes a list of 

investible companies, here
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Cannabis Legalization: Plenty of unanswered questions

Note: Volume weighted averages derived from wholesale transactions for all grow types and market types (price per pound).

Source: Cannabis Benchmarks - 2018 Marijuana Business Daily, a division of Anne Holland Ventures Inc.

Price has dropped severely in recreationally-legalized states.

Talking Points

• More states are legalizing medical 

and recreational marijuana

• While this trend likely continues, 

there are significant policy hurdles 

that come with legalizing 

marijuana, which could slow down 

federal legalization

o Taxing and regulating 

o Employer concerns about 

liability and drug testing

o Monitoring for DUIs

o Federally-insured banking

• We question the attractiveness of 

investing in marijuana

o If legalized, what is defensible 

about a grower’s business?

o Just another commodity with 

unattractive economics?

o Valuations and volatility?
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Sales Tax Compliance: Durable Tailwind for AVLR?

AVLR stock performance (+154% YTD)
Talking Points

• In the past, states could only tax 

those with a physical presence

• The explosion of e-commerce 

allowed businesses to get around 

the physical presence test, which 

cost states billions in sales tax 

revenue

• The Supreme Court agreed with the 

States and authorized states to 

collect sales tax regardless of a 

business’s physical presence

• State legislative activity this year 

driving a patched network of state 

tax rules, which means companies 

will look for technology to ease 

their tax compliance burden

• Avalara (AVLR), a seller of tax 

compliance software, is positioned 

to capture this surge of new 

business in our view
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Drivers for 2020



Monitoring 2020 Policy Catalysts
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5 Policy Themes for 2020

1. Sports Betting …Casino traffic + gaming technology

2. IMO 2020 …Lower sulfur regulations are disruptive

3. Renewable Fuels …Ethanol allowed to be produced year-round

4. Media Deregulation …Local TV stations attractive?

5. 5G Telecom …Multi-year build-out supported by FCC & White House
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2020 Themes: Sports Betting

Sports Betting 

Regional Casinos, Sports Betting Software

• New customer segment  /  Increased foot traffic

• Younger customers move to legal market 

• Revenue growth from traditional casino 

games, dining and lodging packages

• Tech-enabled growth opportunities

• New betting offerings require technology to 

calculate odds and enable mobile apps

• Media partnerships between sports betting 

systems and content producers = growth

• Multi-Year Impact

• Supreme Court legalized in May 2018

• 8 states passed sports betting measures in 2018, 

with other states planning on passing

• Growth opportunities expected to last past 

2025 as more states consider legalization
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2020 Themes: IMO 2020

International Maritime Organization (IMO) 2020

Crude Tankers, Outsourced Fuel Logistics

• Low sulfur regs change oil shipping routes and 

increase the complexity of fuel logistics

• Inequality in refining ability across countries 

and current capacity constraints

• Crude oil AND refined product need to be 

moved

• Exiting cyclical lows

• Ship overcapacity, above-average oil 

inventories, and lack of arbitrage opportunities 

limited pricing power

• Increasing Time Charter Equivalent (TCE) rates

• We think tanker companies with young 

shipping fleets, strong balance sheets, and 

leverage to the spot market will earn strong 

FCF, ultimately for shareholders

• Multi-Year Impact

• Effective date January 1st 2020; Significant 

disruption in in shipping market could 

potentially last through 2022
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2020 Themes: Renewable Fuels

Renewable Fuels

Ethanol and Clean Energy

• Ethanol going year-round

• EPA finalized rule allowing year-round 

sales of E15 = increase ethanol demand

• Legislation to reinstate ethanol tax credit 

back to 2018 & 2019 = cash boost

• State low carbon fuel standards, such as 

CA's, that provide tax credits based on a 

fuel's low carbon intensity

• Refiners surprisingly caught up in this too

• Negative sentiment from RIN waivers for 

small refineries results in mispriced security

• Don’t forget Uranium

• Section 232 Study has cleared way

• Cyclical recovery then secular growth

• 50 new reactors under construction 

globally
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2020 Themes: Media Deregulation

Media Deregulation 

Local TV Station Owners

• FCC review of local market ownership rules may lead to 

industry consolidation and economies of scale

• Local broadcast owner growth is constrained by 

national audience caps

• Digital advertisers (e.g. FB, GOOGL, TWTR, SNAP) 

have grown exponentially due to limited 

regulation

• Pricing power increase in fee negotiations

• We anticipate broadcast industry consolidation 

will lead to increased pricing power when 

broadcast owners negotiate retransmission fees 

with traditional and virtual cable distributors

• Business model outweighs industry fear of “cord cutting”

• Provider of local news content is difficult to 

replicate = strong relationship with local viewers

• We expect that growing retransmission fees, 

over-the-top digital advertising, and 2020 

political advertising will increase revenue growth

• Low capital expenditure requirements support 

strong free cash flow and support deleveraging 

the balance sheet
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2020 Themes: 5G Telecom

5G Telecom

Western Equipment Providers & Servicers

• 5G deployment is a geopolitical battleground

• The US and China are racing to develop their 

respective 5G networks

• The winner sets global standards for 5G

• Smartphones and Internet of Things (IoT) like self-

driving cars

• US views as a national security threat 

• US doesn't want to rely on a Chinese 5G

• Preferred names to play 5G:
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10 Investible Policy Themes

1. Defense Spending …Recession Proof?

2. U.S. Infrastructure Spending = STATES

3. Cannabis Legalization …LONG time for federal approval

4. Sales Tax Compliance …Headwind for e-commerce, tailwind for AVLR

5. Sports Betting …Casino traffic + gaming technology

6. IMO 2020 …Lower sulfur regs = very disruptive

7. Renewable Fuels …Ethanol produced year-round

8. Media Deregulation …Local TV stations

9. Uranium …Section 232 study restarts cycle

10. Healthcare …Managed Care facing low probability of Single-Payor
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The information herein was obtained from sources which EventShares Research LLC (ESR) believes to be reliable, but we do not guarantee its accuracy. Neither the information, nor any opinions
expressed, constitute a solicitation of the purchase or sale of any securities or related instruments. ESR is not responsible for any losses incurred from any use of this information. ESR is not affiliated with
Interactive Brokers LLC
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MarketDesk Research

The information herein was obtained from sources which EventShares Research LLC (ESR) believes to be reliable, but we do not guarantee its accuracy. Neither the information, nor any opinions
expressed, constitute a solicitation of the purchase or sale of any securities or related instruments. ESR is not responsible for any losses incurred from any use of this information. ESR is not affiliated with
Interactive Brokers LLC
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